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Abstract: E-Learning has emerged as an important research
area. Concept maps creation for emerging new domains such as
e-Learning is even more challenging due to its ongoing
development nature. For creating Concept map, concepts are
extracted. Concepts are domain dependent but big data can have
data from different domains. Data in different domain has
different semantics. So before applying any analytics to such big
unstructured data, we have to categorize the important concepts
domain wise semantically before applying any machine learning
algorithm. In this paper, we have used a novel approach to
automatically cluster the E-Learning concept semantically; we
have shown the cluster in table format. Initially, we have
extracted important concepts from unstructured data followed
by generation of vector space of each concept. Then we used
different similarity formula to calculate fuzzy membership values
of elements of vector to its corresponding concepts. Semantic
Similarity is calculated between two concepts by considering
repeatedly the semantic similarity or information gain between
two elements of each vector. Then Semantic similarity between
two concepts is calculated. Thus concept map can be generated
for a particular domain. We have taken research articles as our
dataset from different domains like computer science and
medical domain containing articles on Cancer. A graph is
generated to show that fuzzy relationship between them for all
domain. Then clustering them in based on their distances
Index Terms: Semantic Mining, Concept Map Extraction,
Multidomain Mining, Text Mining.

I. INTRODUCTION
Data Analytics is done on all type of data including
unstructured data. Unstructured data is defined as data without
any scheme or any particular format or order. Also percentage
of data in unstructured format is largest among all format of
data i.e. structured, semi unstructured data, which is almost 80
percent of data in industry. Because of unstructured in nature,
many different algorithms has been proposed which falls under
text mining area. Text mining is done over emails, e-learning
articles, web pages, news articles, commercial sites, product
reviews, blogs and other forms of textual communication. Thus
it can generate big revenue and has got industrial application
like analysis of movie reviews, product reviews, emails, blogs,
sentiment analysis, question answer generation, text
summarization and so on. Text mining has been used for
E-learning
Concept
Extraction,
Information
Retrieval/Extraction, Semantic Web, Named Entity
Recognition (NER), Ontological based fields and many
more.Text mining algorithms performs well for small data but
as we know data is increasing day by day with an exponential
rate and traditional software’s fails to process Big Data in real

time. That’s why Big Data tools like Hadoop, Spark have
been developed which works in distributed mode.
Data Analytics now a day refers to Big Data Analytics
which has brought a big revolution in Computer Science as well
as other fields. Big Data has been defined by some important
properties like Volume, Variety, velocity, Value, Veracity.
Variety includes means structured, semi structured,
unstructured data stored together, processed, and analyzed. One
more important property is that it has data with different
domains like Wikipedia has pages representing different
domains. Thus to process Big Data first we need to separate
data according to different domains especially if we are looking
for E-Learning topics where we want to generate concept or
learning path, etc. So existing algorithms do not take care of
this important feature of data.
So in this paper, we have worked for cross domain
unstructured data which automatically separates data
semantically we have taken research articles from medical and
computer science as our data set. So we have used the technique
of semantic relatedness computation to compute the similarity
of two terms. Broadly there are four categories to compute
similarity measures like String based similarity measures,
Character based similarity measures, knowledge and Corpus
based similarity measures which provides a strong foundation
for research fields like text classification, information retrieval,
topic detection, document clustering, topic tracking, text
summarization , question answering system, essay scoring,
neural machine translation, questions generation and others.
Text Similarity computation or semantic relatedness
measures similarities between two words. Words of a natural
language have similarity either semantically or lexically. This is
the basic and starting task for computation of sentence,
paragraph or document similarity, and followed by this
machine learning algorithm can be applied for clustering which
will also involve Singular value decomposition (SVD) [1],
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), LSA (Latent Semantic
Analysis) [2] and so on. Similarities in character sequence of
two words referred as lexical similarity and semantically
similar words have same thing or having same context or one is
sub/super class of another. For lexical similarity, a
String-Based algorithm works on the sequence/pattern of string
and characters. It is a metric for measuring
similarity/dissimilarity between words or string partially or
completely. For getting Semantic similarity we have mainly
Corpus-Based or Knowledge-Based algorithms. Former
algorithm computes semantic similarity based on information
gained from large data silos while later one extracts information
from semantic networks. Application of Semantic relatedness is
word sense disambiguation[3][4], spelling correction[5], or
coreference resolution[6], performing semantic indexing for
information retrieval[7], or assessing topic coherence[8],
information extraction patterns[9]. The contribution of our
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work is as follows:


We have pointed out an important issue in property of
Big Data that huge volume of data can belong to
different domain in many cases.



We have proposed a model for carrying out concept
extraction of cross domain Big Data.



Concepts which are learning topics belonging to
different domains are automatically clustered according
to their domain by using techniques of fuzzy
membership formula.

Organization of our work is as follows: Section 2 discusses
about semantic relatedness. Section 3 focuses on
implementation and in section 4 results have been shown and
discussed. Next section has conclusion and future work.
II. TEXT MINING
Similarity measures for text data are based either on String
or knowledge or Corpus based similarity measures. String
Based algorithms are further categorized into Characters based
and Term based algorithms.

word or terms based on the information extracted from
semantic networks [30]. WordNet [31] which has got large
lexical database of English is most used semantic network.
Besides these mentioned above, algorithms based on
information content are Jiang and Conrath [32], Resnik [33]
and Lin [34].
There are many algorithms developed to get semantic
matching of words or sentences or topics or pages, even
categories e.g. for Wikipedia pages, Wikirelate[35] based on
category tree, Wikipedia Link Vector Model[36] using
Wikipedia link structure, WikiWalks[37]. There are many
algorithms developed to get corpus relevance or mutual
information which is in general based on windowing process
over the whole data set. The algorithms are conditional
probability (CP), Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL), Expected
Cross Entropy (ECH), Jaccard (JA), and Balanced Mutual
Information (BMI) [38].
BMI (ti, tj) =
β

Corpus-Based similarity includes Hyperspace Analogue to
Language (HAL) [21][22], Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)[2].
In general text mining involves extractions of terms,
concept using Bag of Words (BOW) or N-Gram so that each
document can be represented by vector space. Thus a matrix is
created and machine learning algorithms are applied over here.
If matrix columns are large then we apply technique of
mathematics called Singular Value Decomposition is reduce
number of features maintaining similarity structure among
rows. Other techniques are Generalized Latent Semantic
Analysis (GLSA) [23], Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA)[24],
The cross-language explicit semantic analysis (CLESA)[25],
Pointwise
Mutual
Information
Information
Retrieval(PMI-IR)[26], Second-order co-occurrence Pointwise
mutual information (SCO-PMI) [27][28],Normalized Google
Distance (NGD)[29].

+
]

Characters based algorithms are Longest Common
SubString (LCS), Damerau-Levenshtein [10][11], Jaro
[12][13],Jaro–Winkler[14],Needleman-Wunschalgorithm[15],
Smith-Waterman[16], N-gram[17].
Term-based Similarity Measures are boxcar distance,
absolute value distance, L1 distance, Block Distance or
commonly known as Manhattan distance [18], Cosine
similarity, Dice’s coefficient [19], Euclidean distance, Jaccard
similarity [20], Matching Coefficient, Overlap coefficient.

[

- (1- β)

+
]

(4)

In adaptive e-learning, Concept map is used as a support
system for teachers to assist learners and by monitoring
learner's performance on the fly by providing
Remedial-Instruction Path (RIP) [39]. Concept map can be
analyzed also as it was done in [40] generated by undergraduate
students. Concept maps can be created from textual and
non-textual sources, e.g. concept maps for Croatian language
has been given in [41]. It’s easy to understand real life problems
or solution if it is presented in a graphical way and thus concept
map or concept hierarchy are better tools to represent
knowledge and organize them too. Thus author has focused on
extraction concepts from textbooks using the knowledge in
Wikipedia pages [42].
Concept to concept distance based on WordNet senses and
WordNet Topic mapping to WordNet Domain has been done in
[43]. Extending to this, the both type of associations can also
be calculated among concepts. This has been done and
evaluated in [44] where they used two datasets direct and
indirect associations between two concepts has also been
calculated and evaluated on two datasets ‘gene-disease’
association
dataset
and
‘disease-symptom-treatment’
associations. The datasets they used are DisGeNET public
database and "MedicineNet.net" website respectively.
Automatic construction of concept map by using text-mining
techniques for e-Learning domain has been done in [45][46].

(2)
(3)
Knowledge-Based Similarity is also an important semantic
similarity measures for getting similarity between concepts or
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conferences and journals as their main data source in
e-Learning domain. Concept map is useful for knowledge
representation. Fuzzy Context vector has been used to represent
a concept [47]. Again this can has been extended with big data
analytics in [48].
III. IMPLEMENTATION
In E-learning, as we know that an academic articles for any
particular concepts describes that concepts frequently thus from
statistics from point of view, frequency of that concept will be
higher. Thus we had made certain assumptions that each
frequent word or term above threshold will certainly represent
an essential concept. Concept is basic entity for construction of
concept or any knowledge representation methodology, domain
ontology, semantic networks, Ontology, model, theory and so
on [49]

also added to the context vector of that concept if not already
present in the context vector.
Concept Ci = {t1, t2 … tm}

To generate fuzzy vector space or fuzzy context vector,
there exists several algorithms which are used to obtain the
mutual relationship between two terms.
Semantic relatedness between two entities can also be
computed to by following formula [2]:

Now each concept has a lexical meaning as well as semantic
meaning. We are mainly focus on semantics of that concept.
Semantics can be extracted by co-occurring words or terms in
sentence or documents. There will be some relation between
concept and co-occurring words that’swhy, they been present
there.

[

Stop Word Elimination: In unstructured data there is no
statistical importance of stop words but they are important in
discovering opinion, sentiments analysis, and events detection,
mainly in natural language processing. In natural Language
processing noun noun, noun adjective etc. can extracted using
tools like parts of speech tagger.
Stemming: Words with inflexion and common morphologic
lings are stemmed up to their base or root form. This process is
known as stemming. Stemming can be done by using Porter
stemmer [52]
B. Concept Extraction
After data preprocessing steps, tokenization, removing stop
words, noisy data, stemming, and the tokens in a documents are
stored in a list, then frequency is calculated. Frequent words
above certain threshold are stored as concept for which fuzzy
vector space will be generated, which is explained in the
following sub sections.
C. Concept's Fuzzy Vector Extraction
Distributional hypothesis explains that two concept or topic
reveals similarity directly proportional to sharing of similar
linguistics contexts. Collocation terms are group of
semantically similar words because of the probability of their
co-occurrence is high. Statistical information among tokens or
concepts can be extracted using their distributional probability
in the documents. Thus we have extracted context vector for
every concept in a document by doing windowing process [53].
Windowing process starts with the scanning of documents by
taking a virtual window of δ words and if the concept is present
in that window then other present words in that window are
Retrieval Number: J105908810S19/2019©BEIESP
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+

]
-(1-

Collocation expressions [50] can be explained in the sense
of a group of similar words semantically, original words can be
highly related to adjacent words in an expression unit [51].
A. Data preprocessing
Tokenization: Tokens are extracted after preprocessing of
unstructured document. Tokens are basic entity which
represents a phrase, word, symbol or other events using
delimiters to identify them in the source document.

(5)

)
+

]

(8)

In fig 1, we have taken N no of documents, then we have
done tokenization, taking each token we have done stemming
then checked for stop word. It is added to the list if not already
present in the list, otherwise incremented the count. In fig 2, we
are calculating mutual information between two terms by doing
the windowing process. We have already stored the frequency
of each term, we have to calculate the probability of occurrence
of two terms together in window, and i.e. we have to obtain the
total no of window containing both term t1 and t2. In fig 3, the
flowchart is showing the steps to extract the fuzzy context
vector for all important concepts. Every element in the vector
has some fuzzy membership value.
Thus a context vector with fuzzy set i.e. fuzzy vector space
for a concept Ci with terms ti, having membership function
can be defined as
Concept Ci = {t1 (

), t2 (µ2) … tm (µm)}

(9)

Here ti is semantically related term with the concept which
is extracted through windowing process and corresponding
weight is
computation of which is described below:

D. Semantic Relatedness Computation
The semantic relatedness among concepts can be obtained
by using intensive computation. High value means two
concepts are highly related and vice versa. Following this,
distance among concepts has been computed.
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Fig2: Mutual Information Computation by windowing
Process
Fig 1: Concept Extraction
Let the two context vector be suppose context vector be C1
and C2 with fuzzy context vector with n terms as
C1 = {t1 (
C2 = {t1 (

), t2 (
), t2 (

) ... tn (
) ... tn (
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}&
)}
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unstructured it will different data from different domains. Like
E-Learning articles if we consider it, they are having different
domains all together and if we want to apply analytics on these
literatures there is no work which can process unstructured data
from different domains all together.
In Table 1 and 2 we have shown a table for different
values of Beta. The elements of the vector for a concept will be
fixed but fuzzy membership will vary depending on different
functions. Depending on the beta we can say the vector is
changing as per values of β. What beta says that it controls the
impact on semantic relatedness between two concepts if both
concepts are absent in a window.

Fig 3:Fuzzy Context Vector Generation
where R(ti,tj(i)) means mutual information of ti, and tm(i).
In Figure 4, we have shown the steps to get semantic
relatedness between two concept using their fuzzy vector. First
we selected two concepts Ci and Cj, then for term ti in Ci, we
have done windowing process for each term tj present in Cj, then
we selected term with maximum match i.e. selected the tm(i) , we
will store the product of these two, and weights too. Similarly,
we will do for all terms of Ci with that of Cj and add up the
products to get distance between Concept Ci and Cj divided by
the length of the vector.
IV. RESULTS

Fig 4: Context Distance between two Fuzzy Concept

We have taken data set is the content of research paper on
ontology and medical articles related to cancer stored all
together. These are unstructured data. As we know that Big
Data contains huge amount of data and obviously for
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Thus fig 5 refers to the membership values of elements of
vector for the concept Ontology. Now Fig 6 &7 refers to the
semantic relatedness between two concepts consideringβ as
parameter. We can see for the value of β=0.35 gives the
relevance if two terms are r present together or absent together.
Table 3 shows the clustering of different concepts based on
fuzzy membership value which successfully does clustering of
related concepts together.
A. Complexity Analysis
As the Dimensionality Reduction works in a high
dimensional environment with large datasets, complexity of the
reduction or clustering techniques is a major issue. Hence for a
term-document matrix, the complexity of Dimensionality
Reduction varies based on the reduction technique used. For the
Integrated Feature Selection Method, the Time Complexity is
O(N2).Individual feature evaluation Focusing on identifying
relevant features without handling feature redundancy Time
complexity: O(N2)Identifying Relevant Features Relying on
minimum feature subset heuristics to implicitly handling
redundancy while pursuing relevant features.

Fig 7: Similarity of different concept with “Concept”

Table 1: Ontology with different Beta

Fig 5: Fuzzy membership with concept “Ontology”

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

Fig 6 Similarity of different concept with “Concept”
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This work is basically based on unstructured data where we
have taken data set as journals from computer science and
medical area. Cross domains mining is done to extract concept
which we treat them as the E-learning topic. Furthermore we
find their semantic vector through windowing process and then
extracted fuzzy vector based on semantics by using similarity
formula. Then we find relations among concept using these
fuzzy values and we have shown that concept in different
domains are automatically clustered into their domain. Formula
for similarity measures work well for small data i.e. they will
fail if data becomes too large. Even using Big Data tools like
Hadoop or Spark, these formulas then also will not give
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relevant value because of Big Data characteristics. So these
formula needs to be updated for Big Unstructured Multi
Domain Data.
Table2 for “Concept” with different Beta
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